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Sometimes I Feel... 2014-12-04 sometimes i feel is a simple introduction to the complex and always changing world of emotions everybody has feelings but it s not always easy to understand and articulate them
sometimes i feel can help kids identify and feel comfortable with the many different ways they may be feeling when you flip through the book fast enough the pictures seem to come to life
I Feel... Something 2020-10-20 this series helps kids recognize express and deal with the roller coaster of emotions they feel every day it has been celebrated by therapists psychologists teachers and parents as
wonderful tools to help children develop self awareness for their feelings and those of their friends sometimes i feel something it s hard to explain it s not quite a feeling it s not quite a pain the things that i m
feeling make no sense in my brain sometimes our bodies send us signals that are hard to define and express what do we do when we feel hungry when our arms are tingly and uncomfortable when we have an
itch with fun witty illustrations and simple straightforward text i feel something introduces kids to the concept of interoception the ability to understand the signals our body sends us this book makes it easier for
kids to identify and express those bodily signals and have fun too
I Feel 2018 sometimes i feel up and down and up again all in one day this reassuring book helps young children identify and understand emotions in terms of up feelings like happy and loved and down feelings
like sad and afraid with straightforward words and warm illustrations the book guides children to recognize that feelings change and that their own actions can often make a difference in how they feel when their
feelings are too big for them children can ask for help talk about things spend some quiet time or help someone else learning about me you series support toddlers and young preschoolers in developing self
awareness and social awareness with these charming board books focused on early social skills with her straightforward and encouraging style author cheri j meiners guides little ones to understand how they fit
into their world and how other people fit in too children learn about belonging feelings playing sharing helping and more perfect for group or home settings each book includes tips and information for teachers
parents and caregivers
The Feelings Book 2011-02-21 sometimes i feel silly sometimes i feel like eating pizza for breakfast sometimes i feel brave sometimes i feel like trying something new the feelings book vibrantly illustrates the wide
range of moods we all experience kids and adults will appreciate todd parr s quirky intelligence as he pays special attention to the ever changing sometimes nonsensical emotions that we all feel targeted to young
children first beginning to read this book will inspire kids to discuss their multitude of feelings in a kid friendly accessible format told through parr s trademark bold bright colors and silly scenes bilingual edition the
feelings book el libro de los sentimientos also available for purchase
I Feel! 2019-03-27 introduces little ones to senses and feelings
How Do I Feel? 2008 i feel is a simple silly book that offers a great way for kids to talk about different emotions and discover it s alright to feel them all author dj corchin addresses a myriad of feelings in a way that
is both supportive and uplifting sometimes i feel happy sometimes i feel sad sometimes i feel angry and want to be bad so many emotions how do i deal i need to remember it s okay that i feel this series helps kids
recognize express and deal with the roller coaster of emotions they feel every day it has been celebrated by therapists psychologists teachers and parents as wonderful tools to help children develop self awareness
for their feelings and those of their friends with fun witty illustrations and simple straightforward text these books make it easy for kids to identify their own emotions and have fun too
I Feel... 2020-08-25 sometimes you just feel meh you don t really feel like doing anything or talking to anyone you re not even sure how you re feeling inside is that bad with fun witty illustrations and simple
straightforward text i feel meh tackles apathy recognizing it as a valid emotion while also offering practical steps to get you out of your emotional slump it s the perfect way for kids and adults who are feeling gray
to find some joy again sometimes i feel meh and i don t want to play i don t want to read and i have nothing to say this series helps kids recognize express and deal with the roller coaster of emotions they feel
every day it has been celebrated by therapists psychologists teachers and parents as wonderful tools to help children develop self awareness for their feelings and those of their friends
I Feel... Meh 2020-09-01 av2 fiction readalong by weigl brings you timeless tales of mystery suspense adventure and the lessons learned while growing up these celebrated children s stories are sure to entertain and
educate while captivating even the most reluctant readers log on to av2books com and enter the unique book code found on page 2 of this book to unlock an extra dimension to these beloved tales hear the story
come to life as you read along in your own book
Why Do I Feel...Happy? 2021-06 i feel too addresses the unique feeling of joy we get when we make others happy with fun witty illustrations and simple straightforward text these books make it easy for kids to
identify their own emotions and have fun too it s great to make someone else feel good and when we make someone else happy we can share in the happiness too i hope you feel good when i say such nice things i
honestly wish you the joy that they bring it s great that you smile when i say them to you i can t help but notice the joy i feel too this series helps kids recognize express and deal with the roller coaster of emotions
they feel every day it has been celebrated by therapists psychologists teachers and parents as wonderful tools to help children develop self awareness for their feelings and those of their friends
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I Feel... Angry 2017-08-01 the sometimes i feel book was created because i couldn t find a book that helped children learn about different kinds of emotions and how to express them that was also multi ethnic and
culturally appropriate worldwide i wanted to create a resource for educators counsellors and parents to use with their children the book is excellent for discussion and exploration of what feelings and emotions are
and can be used as a tool for checking in and being a tangible object for children to take to their adult to express how they are feeling sometimes i feel is bright colourful and will engage your children there is also a
user guide on the first page to assist you in getting the most out of the book i am an experienced occupational therapist with professional expertise in helping children who have faced trauma as an artist and
freelance book illustrator i make use of art therapy in my work i work extensively in training and informing health professionals teachers and parents please note this edition of the book does not have an
accompanying set of flashcards testimonials maiski principal and teacher at a preschool many times we have needs that we are not aware of and we only realise it when the salesperson approaches us the first time i
was shown this book i felt the need for it it expresses emotions we never think of and because of it i did introspection and realised i only expose children to four emotions when there is so much it helped my
children with vocabulary improvement and understanding and expressing their emotions sometimes i feel it is a must have also for adults to pause and identify how they feel dani shekel a parent i ve been reading
sarah s book to my kids for the past few weeks especially on days when i think something is bothering them and ultimately they start talking about it the book allows me to engage with my three children in
different ways according to their age it enables me to find out what makes them happy sad or any other emotion in a non intrusive environment and opens the lines of communication so they are free to reveal
more linda mthethwa teacher and grade r teacher trainer sometimes i feel has been an amazing tool for me to train with and also to use with my own child who is 9 years old the children are drawn to it because of
its bright colours and they are interested in what it is about it gives the reader words to describe their feelings it has no age restriction anyone can use it as we all have feelings to express sarie nel a social worker i
have used mine already in helping a child deal with a sexual abuse matter and it was so amazing using the book during the exploration of their feelings mairi a teacher trainer a powerful tool for starting to develop
a language around emotions for young children lovely colours and simple dramatic drawings to visualise this conversation esther rubin play therapist and speech and language therapist i love the sometimes i feel
book i ve used them a lot in my play therapy with kids i think they are beautifully illustrated and the kids relate to them they are colourful and relevant to all which makes this book special it helps children with
their language and vocabulary everyone i ve shown them too loves them and they are a very good tool to help children express those emotions i highly recommend them nadene grabham door of hope babies home
our kids sometimes now go fetch sometimes i feel without us having to ask them how they feel they tell us before we ask
I Feel... Too! 2020-08-25 pur binding expanded edition
WHY DO I FEEL...? EMOTIONS 6 Lapbook Set PUR 2021-07 pur binding expanded edition
Sometime I Feel... 2019-03-03 feelings come and feelings go i never know what they ll be silly or angry happy or sad they re all a part of me
Why Do I Feel...Fear? 2021-07 the author of to the end of june explains the purpose and practice of the transformative emotion while elucidating the myths science and power behind it empathy has become a
gaping fault line in american culture pioneering programs aim to infuse our legal and educational systems with more empathic thinking even as pundits argue over whether we should bother empathizing with
our political opposites at all meanwhile we are inundated with the buzzily termed empathic marketing which may very well be a contradiction in terms in i feel you cris beam carves through the noise with a
revelatory exploration of how we perform empathy how it is learned what it can do indeed what empathy is in the first place she takes us to the labs where the neural networks of compassion are being mapped
and the classrooms where children are being trained to see others views beam visits courtrooms and prisons asking how empathy might transform our justice system she travels to places wracked by oppression and
genocide where reconciliation seems impossible to report on efforts to heal society s deepest wounds through human connection and finally she turns to how we as individuals can foster compassion for ourselves
brimming with the sensitive and nuanced storytelling that has made beam one of our most respected journalists i feel you is an eye opening affirmation of empathy s potential beam s exceptional intelligence
equally evident in her thinking and her writing shines light on empathy from extraordinary angles her clear goal is to empower readers with the knowledge to enact the complicated and varied forms of empathy
necessary to navigate modern times booklist starred review
Why Do I Feel... Sad? 2021-07 this book helps children to recognise and identify their emotions and gives them a vocabulary to describe what they are feeling if children can name an emotion they are on their way
to understanding it and when children can talk about what they are feeling their parents will be better able to help them using a simple interactive format the book helps children to identify and understand their
silly behaviour and learn when and where it is appropriate ages 2 to 6
Why Do I Feel Sad? 2020-09-15 pura belpré award winning author illustrator juana medina helps young readers to identify how they feel with bold colorful illustrations and simple text in this paper over board
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picture book the third book in the i will series do you feel happy sad calm shy brave proud this book provides a way for young readers and the adults in their lives to talk about their feelings and build emotional
literary together whether dealing with starting school moving to a new place experiencing a loss or another new experience young readers will have the opportunity to process their emotions about it with the
adults in their life with bold playful illustrations and simple text this picture book focuses on helping young readers build emotional literacy affirming their emotions and improving communication skills
The Way I Feel 2006 what does it mean to be anxious it s an emotion everyone has children will learn how to recognize when they are feeling anxious and examples of good ways to manage their emotion a
mindfulness activity will give kids the opportunity to practice managing their feelings
I Feel You 2018-03-20 i feel different helps kids understand that sometimes we feel different than everyone else and that s okay everyone is different in their own special way but sometimes that can make us feel
odd or left out it s important to remember that our differences are what make us who we are and that s wonderful sometimes i feel different like i m slightly too tall or unusually big and i don t fit at all this series
helps kids recognize express and deal with the roller coaster of emotions they feel every day it has been celebrated by therapists psychologists teachers and parents as wonderful tools to help children develop self
awareness for their feelings and those of their friends with fun witty illustrations and simple straightforward text these books make it easy for kids to identify their own emotions and have fun too
How I Feel - Silly 1997 ���������������������� 20���������������������� ����������������������� �������������������� ����������� ����������
�� ���������� ������� � ��������� ������� ��
I Feel! 2022-10-11 four small children share the wide variety of emotions that they feel at different times and in different situations
Sometimes I Feel Anxious 2021-07-22 a multi cultural group of toddlers express their feelings through engaging photographs each will help families learn to use words to express both positive and negative feelings
learning to use one s words can head off frustration tantrums and power struggles
I Feel... Something 2021-03 libby the dog is always nurtured comforted and cared for by her mother and that makes libby feel loved the my first emotions series is designed to help children explore emotions with
these adorably relatable characters toddlers will learn feeling words to incorporate into their vocabulary and learn how to effectively communicate their feelings the shaped board books are entertaining and playful
and sturdy enough to withstand the wear and tear of a toddler s active lifestyle the happy sad angry and love books featuring the most common early emotions are a perfect learning tool to assist children
approaching emotional milestones
I Feel... Different 2020-08-25 part of the good beginnings series of full color board books will intrigue children and at the same time help them build vocabulary the words have been selected for their age
appropriateness by the editors of the american heritage r dictionaries pamela cote s charming illustrations introduce toddlers and young children to a delightful family of animal characters and to the joy of the world
of words how do i feel illustrates sleepy happy silly thirsty and four other feelings to help children see the meaning behind these concepts
Baby Book 2017-10 this book is a colorful easy to read and beautifully illustrated story it defines and discusses feelings by making a comparison between our emotions and the weather it focuses on six primary
feelings leads to discussions about feelings and helps to identify appropriate alternatives to unhealthy expressions and provides insight to the child by showing a connection between our feelings and our actions this
is accomplished by using age appropriate language and images using descriptions of the weather the child can begin to label understand and express his her feelings the questions at the end of each section allow the
child to evaluate his her personal expressions of emotions in doing so stormy paints a colorful portrait of the wonderful world of moods experienced by young and old alike
Sometimes I Feel-- Sunny 2012 with 60 definitions to help improve emotional literacy this huge hardcover book with over 140 pages is all about our children learning to recognise and label emotions and feelings
join aroha and her friends as they share how different emotions might feel in the body and how each emotion might be helpful this emotions dictionary is all about helping children find the words for how they
truly feel learning to recognise and label our emotions correctly is such an important skill for life giving our children this language helps to build emotional literacy it is a gift to give children the tools to know how
to recognise what they truly feel and that is it okay to feel all emotions when they know that no emotion is good or bad and that all emotions provide messages then it takes away any attachment to that emotion
being part of who they are we may have experienced this ourselves being labelled naughty or out of control due to feeling angry a lot however this behaviour is just a way for a child to communicate diving
deeper into why they are acting that way why they may be feeling the things they are can help us find some answers with our child it can also help us find ways to help them empower themselves with tools to
feel better use this book to start conversations about different emotions if you can give examples of things you have experienced when you see a child experiencing an emotion help your child label it are you
feeling right now this book can be used with children from 5 years of age up to 100 as everyone might get something from the book hardcover full colour pages 146 size 216mm x 280mm landscape recommended
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age 5 years 100 years
I Feel... Too! 2020-12 what does it mean to be excited everyone feels excited sometimes in this book children will learn how to identify when they are excited and discover ways to manage their feelings large
vivid photos help illustrate what excitement looks like a mindfulness activity at the end of the book gives readers an opportunity to explore their own feelings
How I Feel 2019-01-29 the international award winning i feel children s book series is celebrated by children s therapists speech pathologists psychologists teachers and more it provides meaningful exploration of
our dynamic emotional range in various contexts not to mention they re fun witty and engaging a perfect resource
I Feel Loved 2019-06-11 sometimes i feel silly sometimes i feel like eating pizza for breakfast sometimes i feel brave sometimes i feel like trying something new the feelings book vibrantly illustrates the wide
range of moods we all experience kids and adults will appreciate todd parr s quirky intelligence as he pays special attention to the ever changing sometimes nonsensical emotions that we all feel publisher
How Do I Feel? 2001-08-15 this book is like a hug from a friend when you need it most it s both a reminder that it s normal to feel things deeply and a companion for actually feeling better with tons of empathy
and a touch of humor artist carissa potter offers wisdom on how to move through difficult emotions with practical steps to kick start the process ranging from soaking in a tub and having a good cry to talking to
houseplants or hosting a private dance party illustrated in a vibrant eye catching palette this boldly authentic book is full of genuine support for pushing through life s tough times or whenever a little love is
needed
Sometimes I Feel Stormy: A Book about Feelings 2014-12-11 lightning flashes thunder rumbles it s a big storm how do you think micah feels woof woof gemma s grandma brought her a puppy how do you think
gemma feels turn the page to find out which feeling matches the description would you feel the same way
How Do I Feel? 2021-05-17 ��10������ ����������������� ��� ������ ���� ������� cd dl��� ������ �6������������ ������������ ������������ ������ ���
���������������������� �� ���������������������� ��������������� �����������������������������������
Sometimes I Feel Excited 2023-07-20
I Feel... Lonely 2017-08-15
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I Feel... Meh 2020-12
The Feelings Book 2016
It's OK to Feel Things Deeply 2018-08-14
Why Do I Feel Like This? 2020-02-13
Name that Feeling 2021-07-22
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